men have seen at -
their front - Their
and their back at -
I don't quite know
why but I have
seen a wild m
the orange e
imagines i
Brevard - Kenneth
History of Florida
Proceed to St. Clair
Charter - 26 March
Keeping of the Moose

Ships are a part of

Scully - St. Peterburg

Mississippi 1888. 18. 24

lawful
Dear Miss Clemens,

I am very glad to have the opportunity to write to you.

I believe you mentioned something about the weather and the crops.

I am currently working on the farm and have been busy planting vegetables.

I hope you are doing well and that everything is going well with your farm.

Best regards,

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Kalamazoo,

[Date]
General help fund

General help fund

City Commission
McKee Bay
So much to do
With development &
Chicken pox
Proposed and approved.

Prospecting area

12/15-50 miles

draglines -

hydranuding wing

13.75 tons of dry

20th-

driving with the same

method - 2 Texas drain-

bank against the fall-

at right.

the B.P.S. contract - 4 in-

crude chemical and-

25% - a highly desirable
Later after
climbing

13-0 22nd sept.
will u sner
- water 2nd below
drill 2 hours
my automobile my
quality of entail-er
carried at me
- clean well to make
- upper floor- can be
- ladder maybe
- can take a line
- 3 and 0 in weight-
10 case-
- a farm capsule

14 th
Rollins College
5 min-

Sears open to
at second punk
City hall-
one shows another
plug and grab-able
other m and can take
map read code

- climb needed dry

- took from 2 10

- rough in brown-gold
may with inclu-
cut of exchange -
make the best
ment given by
travel-west
unstable - come
de 4 - unreliable
Cecilie made porridge last in her flat.

We met in a sheep-pool buttercup.

Come up with splendid cut in

some game with my

cup-by-cup -

Amendment: It could have been a flower-pot.

A deer in a split.
The letter reads:

Roud mouny of
a year,when
Brother in Manne: Taylor
E. (Orlando)
Carly get from in California
To brother's hotel filled
will die-
When they go—Carly on
Meanwhile—Make

And

3.6:36m a.m. until
in bed, and a new
New job: only fairly
see Carly—feel and
and whole body of

and
Tolerating losses for 12 months.
Brantnam C.P. difficult to receive and unsatisfactory.
10 days – no objections.
Good man quality delivered.
25000 consignment from act.
Refund to apply.
Add 9000 refund.
Duties. Cash. 50000.
Can neither receive start let them know.

Man good to work.
2 cash not filtered to others.
No letter received.
Can’t care of complaints.
Two cases.
A bit of size.

[Writing is unclear and difficult to transcribe accurately. The handwriting is smudged and difficult to read.]
A good day.

Hello, keep writing regularly. I think it's important for your mental health.

B.C.
Always a constant dog
Bradenburn
Litho - Castle -

17-

Edwina mrs.

... of word

My own

but a time

not a side wall

[Signature] 5/10 in 146
25.1 m

Tape
7 wot ft H
15 v
your @ cannel-
12 yds
2 4 2 sl 20 - f. cent
3 1 15 10 in.

 Wert
Aug 15}
March 4, 1949-90

Ranilch up 60 1/2 - al-
caddie of #1, in a bell-
case behind 2 met 1

Mayer, I sell all
consequences
sell on the plat-
ing with horse, all

under double HEAD
expect to clear E.
Farmer get 1st
across
A funny feeling on
Paradise
2 a large part are

The Ida M. Farnell Collection, 1830-1944, Allegheny College Phipps Library
Mühlen in U.S.
about 20 years
will be late.

Gave at age
3 to 4 or older

To big gun to

New friends

Daughter of main

Sister of main

Gave at age

From young to all

From young to all

Little girl named

Bear at Valentine
9 feet-long - 8 x 9
well - 2.3 read
pumps - like crooked
need -
Tarpaulin -
Gallic -
Try a tarp
Tender and Guff
St Clair Drainage
open houses for two
winter -
3 a.m. - Aug 15th
stoves - for second
families - and 80,000
1/2 billion - 1940.
Real estate—stands
under to survey
from Wood-Swain
and al-kelwood
233 miles n/s
Monte
Sealwood air
line

year arrived with
departure of宁县's
proper line from
proper people
240 out of
full-dated bills
500 acres—
their average
in fruit—never
specialized
Mrs. D. Wellsfre.

Clay of Sequence at
Jock Mansy

Homocatalyst-900C

PM-900 C.

Field

Kelby Air-400S

Cut & Final to Drink
1,254,000

15 Cts. per Half

D. B.
Palace near Waco
State Charing

Dweller

were who are
in keep the run
by our

1825 - 1850

Brand new
admission of

French can't an in

- men now

- advertised

-automobiles

- savage talk

Bone dry talk

advertised

Settler of 1875 - Delta

Widow Weatherbee

Women Protect

Tent City

Can Bone Yard

Mushrooms
Cocoaプランズ?
2011
The Peabody Collection, 1850-1944, Allegheny College, Pelleter Library.
Sanford 3/19

Came in from Delaware by the 1st-dormitory avenue—
and the avenues
around singing close up准确性
shrewder, semi-military
dainty quiet-singing
repetition very of music
and the singers

Bread—They came of
an hour in song
and were
Sanford
April 5, 23 single
of Carroll Walker
faint shiny
smaller of great hair—
first to tall
and much more men,
unrest

shriek step shuffle
2 in my case—

Here Marguerite—
I want it do help,
you de the dream—
Sunrise

Wed. - Proceed from
Flume College

Thursday - Enemy
Train to Gainesville
Hotel E.

Friday - Gainesville
Salmini Relinquish Spiro
Rebel 

Jackson

[Handwritten notes and scribbles]
Pencil de Soucy 3/4

never will he care

shyly care

O.O. allemand

velvety cover

40,000 gold pieces

innumerable space

loftier dignity

unreal carrie

will be grump

more it